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GARDENING

G ROW I N G
CONCERNS

‘It’s a tapestry,
a moving one
that changes
all the time’

Would a ‘Duchesse d’Angoulême’ rose by any other name smell as sweet – or sound as
grand? Tim Richardson delves into the world of plants named after people

The Birdcage at
Melbourne Hall,
left; the yew
tunnel, below;
Marie-Claire
Kerr painting
the wishing well
pond, below left

TREES AT
MELBOURNE

Artist Marie-Claire Kerr is on a painterly mission
to revitalise the gardens and arboretum at
Derbyshire’s Melbourne Hall. By Alex Thomas

ANDREA JONES

‘A

garden is a moment
in time. You have to
make it your own,”
says Marie-Claire
Kerr, a celebrated
portrait artist, who
is also the chatelaine
(i.e.
Lady
Ralph Kerr) of Melbourne Hall in Derbyshire. So, not only does she go out in
the early morning or evenings with her
easel to capture its still beauty and special character, or bring flowers cut
from the border into her studio in the
house, she has been turning her attentions to working on the garden itself.
Melbourne Hall has been in the same
family for more than 600 years and distinguished forebears look down from
the walls of its formal rooms to remind
us of this. Often passing down through
the female line, its political connections were plenty, including Sir John
Coke (1563-1644), secretary of state to
King Charles I, and the second Lord
Melbourne (1779-1848), Queen Victoria’s first prime minister. Melbourne’s
wayward wife, Caroline Lamb, whose
portrait hangs in the National Portrait
Gallery, in a dress that would surely
induce a chill, notoriously had an affair
with Lord Byron, before becoming his
relentless stalker, and would be sent up
to her brother and sister-in-law in Derbyshire to “calm down”. Melbourne’s
sister Emily’s second husband was
Lord Palmerston, another of Victoria’s

impressive
exterior

The Great Basin with view to
main lawn at Melbourne Hall in
Derbyshire, right; late-summer
Paulownia border, below

prime ministers, though the house
passed down through her first husband’s family, the Cowpers, eventually
to Lord Ralph Kerr, younger brother
of yet another politician – the former
Conservative MP Michael Ancram,
now the Marquess of Lothian.
Although the interiors of the hall
have been added to and adapted over
the centuries, the layout of the garden
has remained largely untouched since
it was laid out in the early 1700s. The
wide lawns (there are parterres beneath, which Marie-Claire is hoping to
restore), avenues, long vistas, pools and
fountains that you can see from the
house are part of an overall design covering 17 acres. The baroque style of Le
Notre was adopted by the landscapers
of the day, London & Wise, and executed by the Rt Hon Thomas Coke, the
then owner. Around the garden are also
lead statues by the 17th-century Dutch
sculptor Jan van Nost. It is as if the
great storm of destruction of such formality that later came with Capability
Brown and Co swept right over Melbourne and went rumbling on its way,
leaving not a whisper of its influence.
Paradoxically, for a scheme bent on
symmetry, the top of the garden is
shoehorned into an awkward space
between the house, which stands near
the parish church (it was originally a
palace for the Bishop of Carlisle), and a
mill pool of lake-like proportions,
around which locals stroll. This means
that the garden doesn’t actually centre
on the Queen Anne-fronted house but
instead on the Grade I listed wroughtiron gazebo built by Robert Bakewell
in 1706-8, known as The Birdcage. This
stands beyond a large pool at the end of
the garden.
When the couple came to Melbourne
33 years ago, there were clumps of ash,
laurel and sycamore behind The Birdcage, which obscured the parkland beyond. This has now been cleared, and
the ‘Dawyck’ beech, which was given
to Marie-Claire 30 years ago by her
mother, just escaped the chop. A treelover from an early age, Kerr would
have had no room for sentimentality,
however, had it been in the way.
“Thank goodness we planted it just far
enough to the left long before we
started clearing behind The Birdcage,
or we would have had to take it out. It is
huge.” Random plantings of various
limes have been edited and now symmetrical double avenues of ‘Hatfield
Tall’ limes, grown at Boughton in
Northamptonshire as clones by Lord
Ralph’s brother-in-law, the Duke of
Buccleuch, lead the eye onwards beyond and up on to the slope to bring the
parkland and garden together.
On top of raising six children – now
aged between 20 and 31 – a battle with
cancer, and painting portraits to commission,
Scots-born
Marie-Claire
turned to developing the garden. It is
open to the public from the beginning
of April to the end of September
(though she has plans to open it on Oc-

MARIE-CLAIRE’S TIPS FOR
PAINTING IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS
 Never paint
from a
photograph: you
lose the spirit of
the subject.
 When
painting flowers,
you have to get a
move on, as they
change all the
time and
then die.
Rhododendron
flowers last for
days, though
they keep on
coming out, and
tulips keep
growing until
they look like
snakes. Dahlias
stay the same
as when you
cut them and
last well.
 Early
mornings and
evenings are the
best times to
paint for the
light. The early
morning light
can be lovely as
you get the
misty dew;
evening light
is very clean
and pure.
 In Britain the
weather changes
all the time, so
look at the

home sweet home

Marie-Claire’s woodland with bluebells,
above; and flowers on a table, top

forecast if you
think a painting
is going to take
more than one
day, to try to get
the same
conditions for
consecutive
days. Return to
your easel at the
same hour each
day. If you are
painting in
sunlight, you
only have a short
period of time to
capture it as it is.
 If you are on
holiday and
painting
landscapes, and
you want things
to be dry
enough to bring
home, poppy oil
dries more
quickly than
linseed or
walnut oil,
which take days
and days to dry.
*However,
linseed and
walnut oils are
good if you are
using quite a lot
of paint and
want to move
the canvas
about. They will
keep it wet and
more pliable.

tober weekends too). “Our ambition is
to make it as botanically exciting as it is
historically,” she says.
With the main part of the formal garden pretty much untouchable, she
looked to the edges to make her mark,
beyond the yew tunnel that runs down
the right hand side of the main vista.
The original clipped hedge was planted
in the early 18th century but MarieClaire suspects that when the gardeners went off to the First World War it
was left uncut, which has given it its
wonderful cloudlike appearance.
Here she could create rather than
maintain and restore. “The bog garden
was the first bit; it was all laurel and
ponticum, holly and thuja. It was a
question of a tractor coming in and
pulling everything out,” says MarieClaire. “Ralph was so trusting and has
taken a great interest. It is quite a thing
embracing change when you have
grown up and loved it as it was. He has
always been incredibly supportive
about it all, so we just took the plunge.”
Having grown up as more of a tree
lover, she admits: “In the herbaceous
side I really had to pull my socks up but
it is much more exciting now, finding
things. It is like painting a picture,
looking for the right leaf, or the right
colour or the right ‘statement’, rather
than just thinking ‘I love that plant’. It
is like a tapestry, a moving one that
changes all the time.”
In the bog garden, her palette is yellow and blue – meconopsis, blue cordalis, yellow primulas and trollius, with
yellow roses such as ‘Canary Bird’ and
“Frühlingsgold’. Then there’s the mill
borders along a little stream, where it is
all lemon and lime, with accents of pale
lilac. “Yellow is such a difficult colour,”
says Marie-Claire, her dreamy manner
belying the ruthlessness that comes
with an artist’s eye for what she envis-

ages (and her impressive horticultural
knowledge, though she would be too
modest to admit it). “I had all the wrong
colour of hemerocallis – I hate those
buttery yellow ones, so off with their
heads.” She now uses the pale lemon
‘Joan Senior’ instead. So far these have
kept their heads, along with ‘Annabelle’ hydrangeas, hostas, pale lilac
irises, the zinging green of euphorbias
and the lemon of Allium obliquum and
Paeonia x lemoinei ‘High Noon’. “Verbena always looks good in the middle,
along with that lovely feathery lilac
Thalictrum delavayi and giant lemon
scabious.” She also grows the lemon
Magnolia ‘Elizabeth’.
Marie-Claire is also planning a new
rose garden, which will tip its hat to
Spanish design. She left school at 16
and went to learn to paint in Majorca
under the tutelage of the Spanish artist
Joaquin Torrents-Lladó.
Meanwhile, in the outbuildings near
the entrance to the garden, there are
developments afoot, including a new
restaurant opening next year, run by
Sven-Hanson Britt, a MasterChef finalist. She has also been amassing a collection of her work – including landscapes
and still lives from Melbourne – for an
exhibition in London, which opens
later this month, as well as planning for
outdoor performances in the bog garden next year.
All this has made rather a lot of work
and Marie-Claire jokes, “I think I will
be hung from a tree if I think of another
project. Poor Ralph can’t take any
more. But I think it is important for
Melbourne to keep it alive and to keep
it going.” Her herbaceous borders may
be changed by future generations but
she is fine with that. “The next person
comes along and paints a new picture.
As they should.”
Marie-Claire Kerr’s paintings are
on show at Green & Stone Gallery,
London W1, Sept 27-Oct 6
(greenandstone.com). Melbourne
Hall is open until end September,
then may be open on weekends in
October but check the website
(melbournehallgardens.com).

purple reign

Marie-Claire
Kerr has always
loved trees, so
one of the first
things she did
when she came
to Melbourne
was plant some,
with the help of
Robert Vernon,
from BlueBell
Nursery in
Derbyshire.
These include
oaks, such as
Quercus dentata
‘Carl Ferris
Miller’ and Q.
ellipsoidalis,
and several
beech. “My
favourite one is
the ‘Franken’,
beech which has
beautiful
delicate white
leaves.”
She has also
planted an
arboretum at
the far end
corner of the
garden. “I made
a few mistakes
at first; it was a
bit like a sweet
shop,” she
confesses. Some
had to go; those
that kept their
place include
cornuses such
as C. x
elwinortonii
‘Venus’,
‘Norman
Hadden’, C.
kousa and
‘Eddie’s White
Wonder’.
There are also
varieties of
Stewartia – “one
of my favourite
things” – two
eucryphia and
Magnolia
sieboldii.
“That’s about it.
We have kept it
quite simple,”
she says, before
remembering a
rare creamy

leaved horse
chestnut,
Aesculus
hippocastanum
‘Wisselink’: “It
does very well
because we
burn all the
leaves, so it
doesn’t get the
leaf miner.”
The area is
now planted
with the dark
purple tulips
‘Queen of Night’
and ‘Recreado’,
with pale blue
camassias in the
long grass,
followed by
poppies and
cornflowers.
“Our one
Capability
Brown moment
more recently
is that we have
planted
Taxodium
ascendens
‘Newtans’ (the
bald cypress)
around a pool.
Before, they
were just the
ordinary
T. disticum
(swamp
cypress) and
then one died
and two fell
down, so it was
an opportunity
to plant six,
which there
had been
originally.
“There are
very few
T. ascendans
‘Newtans’, not
many grow
them here.
These came
from Belgium
on the back of a
huge lorry, at
five metres.
They have
taken well and
you can already
see them from
the house.”

Asters, Japanese anemone and Verbena bonariensis, left; and pineapple lilies (Eucomis
spp.), right, are to be found in Melbourne Hall’s reinvigorated perennial borders
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hat’s in
a name?
When it
comes
to the
world
of the
garden,
quite a lot, it seems, as so
many plants are named after
people. They might be
famous gardeners
like Valerie Finnis,
star
Cedric Morris or
billing
E A Bowles (he of
The ‘Sarah
Erysimum ‘Bowles’s
Bernhardt’
Mauve’), but more
peony was
likely it will be the
named after the
obscure names
actress, below
which pique the
interest, such as
Aubrieta ‘Doctor Mules’ or
Phlox paniculata ‘Miss
Pepper’ – who on earth were
they? Dianthus ‘Mrs Sinkins’
was named after the lady
whose Slough garden
harboured this classic pink,
while some “old-fashioned”
plants turn out to be named
after people who are still very
much with us, such as
Verbascum ‘Helen Johnson’.
Others are more evocative:
Eryngium giganteum is
the most appropriately
unofficially known as ‘Miss
languorous varietal names.
Willmott’s Ghost’, a name
These include ‘Sarah
which seems wistfully
Bernhardt’, ‘Duchesse de
redolent of the ease and
Nemours’ and ‘Laura
privilege of large Victorian
Dessert’. (‘Otto Froebel’
and Edwardian gardens.
perhaps lets the peony class
Perhaps the most romantic down a little in this regard
of these old names are the
– though every salon must
shrub roses named after
have its German intellectual.)
elegant Parisian ladies. Their
The naming of so many
names sound as if they have
plants after princesses, kings
come straight out of a novella and duchesses could be
by Proust or Maupassant
interpreted as a form of
– ‘Duchesse d’Angoulême’,
social climbing, and
‘Madame Grégoire
appropriately some of these
Staechelin’, ‘Madame Alfred
plants actually are climbers
Carrière’… Such roses might
– Clematis ‘Comtesse de
reasonably demand chaises
Bouchaud’ and Rosa
longues rather than stakes as ‘Climbing Lady Hillingdon’.
their means of support.
At the same time it has to be
Delphiniums provide even admitted that the celebrated
more fertile ground for
rose ‘Rambling Rector’
plants named after ladies:
sounds more like a prolix
step forward ‘Emily Hawkins’ Trollopian nonentity who is
and ‘Lilian Bassett’, to name
going down the social ladder
but two. But it is the peony,
rather than up.
that most glamorous of
The world of fruit seems
plants, that sports perhaps
curiously unaffected by
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brush
strokes

varietals named after human
beings. Yes, there are some
old apples still in cultivation
– notably ‘James Grieve’,
‘Arthur Turner’ and ‘Charles
Ross’ – and there is a
redcurrant called ‘Jonkheer
van Tets’, but otherwise there
seems to be squeamishness
over naming “edibles” after
people. Personally, I would
rather have a sprout or
rhubarb variety named
after me than yet another
snowdrop. (This is not a
hint, by the way.)
A couple of Cambridge
colleges have essayed
gardens which are themed by
name. Churchill College has a
collection of about a dozen of
the 21 plant varieties named
after the great man,
including two roses, a
conifer, a dahlia, an iris, a
dianthus, a fuchsia, a peony,
four orchids, three saxifrages
and an eating apple. At
Wolfson College, meanwhile,
there is a polar-themed
garden to celebrate the fact
that a former fellow led an
Antarctic expedition in the
Fifties. The problem has been
that there are no plants
named ‘Antarctic’ – only
‘Arctic’ – so the rule has had
to be relaxed somewhat, with
Penstemon ‘Pensham Arctic
Fox’ and Clematis ‘Arctic
Queen’. It comes as no
surprise to discover that
these themed collections
were not the idea of the
gardeners…
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